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Kerabit®

Kerabit Bitumen Shingles Kerabit Bitumen Shingles 

Versatile range, three diff erent types:
Kerabit K+, S+ and L+ 

Kerabit Premium
Kerabit Easy

High quality SBS shingles
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Shingles are manufactured out of high quality raw 
materials in accordance with the EN544 standard, 
using new equipment. All products are SBS modifi ed, 
which makes them extremely durable and elastic 
and gives them good heat and frost resistance. The 
material is light and does not weigh down the roof 
structure. 

The self-adhesive bitumen on the underside of the 
shingles guarantees that they are 100% waterproof 
and extends the life of the whole roof structure.

A simple, yet eff ective concept

The minimum roof slope is 1:5, except for laminated 
shingles Kerabit Premium it is 1:3. The roofi ng can 
be laid on a substrate of tongue-and-groove boards 
or building boards suitable for the purpose. Kerabit 
product quarantee for shingle roofs requires an un-
derlay to be installed beneath the shingles across the 
whole roof surface. 

The elastic material makes installation easier, and 
the product is well-suited even to roofs with very 
complex forms. The shingles are attached by nails, 
which do not remain visible. On the bottom of the 
shingles, a layer of self-adhesive modifi ed bitumen 
ensures a fi rm bondage between the shingles. Instal-
lation should be carried out according to the instruc-
tions in the package. 

Easy to install

• 100 % waterproof when properly installed
• good heat and frost resistance
• quiet – indoors you cannot hear the rain or wind
• appearance of the roofi ng lasts over the years: the surface does not rust, become loose or fade
• well suited to roofs in a great variety of shapes, can be installed on roofs with a complex form, leaving 

only a small amount of waste
• a large selection of accessories
• there are plenty of options – there is a aesthetically suitable option for any roof
• durable; lasts for decades regardless of the location
• Nordic quality

Benefi ts of Kerabit Shingles

Kerabit - Top quality from Finland

We have completed Kerabit Shingles family with two new products: Kerabit Easy and Kerabit Premium. 
Installation of Kerabit Easy is faster and less waste is created since there is no plastic fi lm that needs to be re-
moved. Kerabit Premium is a laminated SBS-modifi ed bitumen shingle. Rectangular shape yet individual varia-
tions in pattern and shade combined with the two-layer structure gives the shingle an impressive three-dimen-
sional eff ect and a lively surface.
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Suitable for all roofs

Bituminous roofi ng is suitable for all roofs. 

In this brochure we present Kerabit Shingle roofi ng, 
which is suitable for pitched roofs  with inclination at 
least 1:5 (Kerabit Premium 1:3). Kerabit product range 
also includes triangle batten roofi ng and joint-sealed 
roofi ng. Kerabit Dual is suitable for balconies and terra-
ces. See product info and installation instructions on our 
website.

Lower slope roofs should be installed by a professional 
because torchable products are used there.

A solid wood underlay aff ords a tight and 
sturdy structure

A bitumen roofi ng is always laid on a solid wood 
decking, which will increase tightness, reinforcing the 
structure of the entire house making it sturdier.

An underlay is installed under the shingles, as the 
shingles themselves form a discontinuous roofi ng, as do 
steel and tile. A triangle batten roofi ng is a traditional 
discontinuous roofi ng for a pitched roof, working 
without underlay. 

Bitumen roofi ng is solid and eff ective

Secure and effi  cient

Elasticity is of special importance in changing weather 
conditions and particularly in roofs with complex forms. 
Durable and elastic SBS modifi ed bitumen is used as 
an insulating layer and adhesive surface for Kerabit 
bituminous roofi ng. 

Aff ordable cost

Considering the overall structure, the costs are of the 
same order as for steel and tile roofi ng. Moreover, for a 
do-it-yourself builder, bitumen roofi ng is easy to install 
and work with. 

New roofi ng on top of the existing one

A new bitumen roofi ng can be installed on top of an 
existing bitumen roof if the old roofi ng is smooth, intact 
and well secured to the understructure. Also check that 
the understructure is healthy and that the roof is well 
ventilated. 

An underlay is installed between the existing roofi ng 
and the top membrane, so that the seams of the 
existing roofi ng cannot be seen through the new roofi ng. 
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Bitumen shingles are suitable for roofs with a slope 
of 1:5 or steeper. The shingles will be to their best 
advantage on roofs with a complex form. Shingles are 
equally well suited to new construction and renovation.

Three models – many colours

The Kerabit product range includes shingles of three 
shapes:

•  traditional model K+ 
•  wavy model S+
•  rectangular model L+ 

The shape of the shingle signifi cantly aff ects the 
appearance of the roof. The traditional K and wavy S are 
shapes where the pattern is symmetrical. The diff erent 
sizes of the tabs in the rectangular L make the pattern 
lively. L model is particularly well suited to modern 
construction.

Shingle roofi ng is suitable for complex roofs      
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Colour samples

       K+                               S+                      L+

black

red

green

grey

brown

red-black

green-black

grey-white

copper-black

brown-black

copper-black

green-black

red-black

grey-white

brown-black

green-black

red-black

grey-white

brown-black

Note. For photographic and printing-
technical reasons, the colour patterns 
shown here are indicative only and may 
diff er from the actual products.

Midnight black

Country cedar

Parkland brown

Weather wood

slate coating

SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

glass fi bre 
reinforcement

SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

siliconized fi lm

plastic fi lmself-
adhesive 
bitumen

Kerabit K+, S+, L+

Structure of Kerabit shingleWhat is needed for a shingle roof

• building board suited for the purpose or tongue and 
groove roof boards as a decking

• Kerabit 2200 UB, 2500 UB or 700 UB underlay
• Kerabit K+, S+ or L+ bitumen shingles 
• Kerabit Eave Flashing for lower eaves and Kerabit Verge 

Flashing for gable eaves, colour options black and dark 
grey

• Kerabit Eaves Strip for lower eaves
• Kerabit Ridge Vents and Ridge Vent Strip, alternatively 

Ridge Shingles.
• Kerabit Valley Membrane for chimney upturns and 

possible valley
• triangle batten for gable eaves and around the chimney
• Kerabit Sealing Adhesive
• roofi ng nails for fi xing the underlay, valley membrane 

and shingle roofi ng to the decking
• nails for fi xing the fascia boards and triangle battens to 

the decking

Midnight black

black
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Installation instructions for Kerabit K+, S+ and L+

Note before installation
Kerabit bitumen shingles may be installed on roofs with a pitch of 1:5 (11,3°) or greater. Under the bitumen shingles, an 
underlay membrane must always be installed. 

The materials are kept protected from rain and sunshine. Before installation, the rolls of underlay membranes and pack-
ages of bitumen shingles must be kept at a temperature above +15 °C for at least for 24 hours. Open the rolls advance in 
order to allow them to straighten out. This way, folds can be prevented from developing in the fi nished surface. The time 
required by the straightening of the membrane depends on the temperature (from one to four hours). When the roofi ng is 
being installed, the temperature must be higher than +10 °C and the weather must be dry.  Bitumen roofi ng must not be 
installed in rain. 

If the installation temperature is below +10 °C, the adhesiveness must be ensured, if need be, by warming the adhesive 
surfaces carefully with a hot air blower (Note: hot work). This is particularly important when doing installation work late in 

the autumn when heat from the sun is not necessarily enough to warm up the 
adhesive surfaces so that they stick to each other. Ensure proper adhesion of 
all the seams/overlaps by walking on them, for example.

Before starting the installation of the roofi ng, ensure that the substructure is 
properly and suffi  ciently ventilated. Ventilation can be enhanced with Kerabit 
Ridge Vents, installed along the entire length of the ridge.  See Ridge Vent 
Installation Instructions

Suitable substrates include rough tongued and grooved boards or moisture 
proof construction panels. The substrate must be even, dry and must not bend.

The tools needed for the installation task are a hammer, tape measure, carpet 
knife with a hook blade, steel trowel, and application gun. By using a coloured 
alignment line or a fl oating rule of the length of the pane, the straightness of 

the shingle rows may be checked. To cut fl ashing, plate shears are needed. Kerabit Sealing Adhesive is to be used for 
glueing.

For nailing, hot-galvanized, broad-headed clout nails are used.  Note that the nails must penetrate the wooden substrate. If 
a pneumatic nailer is used, the percussion force needs to be so set that the nail head is straight and at the correct height, 
and does not penetrate the roofi ng. Instead of nails, big fl at-headed screws can also used in case the tips of the nails must 
not be visible under the wooden underlay.

Before installation of an underlay membrane, attach triangular battens at the base of chimneys and upturns, and if need be, 
also on the verge. Bitumen roofi ng felts are always installed from the lower eaves upwards to avoid backwater laps. Note 
that you should install the roofi ng above chimneys and major penetrations only after the penetrations are completed (see, 
Chimney and large lead-throughs). A roofi ng installed in accordance with the installation instructions has no nails visible. 

Mix together at least fi ve packets of shingles so that the roof colouring is more even. Any variation in hue of the shingles 
will be smoothed out over the course of one year due to UV radiation.

Renovation sites
If the old bitumen roofi ng is not removed, it is to be checked that the roof ventilation is working, the substructures are in 
order, and the substrate is fl at. In such a case, a new underlay membrane and bitumen shingles can, if need be, installed 
over the old roofi ng. 

Any folds/bulges must be split and attached to the surface using adhesive and nailing before the new roofi ng is laid. The 
nails must penetrate the wooden substrate.

Installation of an underlay membrane
The installation of a roofi ng starts with installing an underlay membrane. Underlay membranes with an adhesive edge may 
be installed both vertically or horizontally. The installation direction aff ects the fl uency of installing and possibly also the 
need for the membrane material (the dimensions of the roof in relation to the length of the roll). In case of a steep roof, 
vertical installation is recommended, because it is diffi  cult to have the membranes straight in a horizontal installation, if the 
roof inclination exceeds 1:4. If you install the underlay membrane horizontally, check for further information in the instruc-
tions Installing Kerabit underlay membranes on high-pitched roofs.
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Valleys i.e. mitre-cuts
Start installing the underlay membrane at the valley. Install the underlay membrane to 
the bottom of a valley and glue it throughout to the underlay with a sealing adhesive (a 
glue layer of approximately 1 mm), and nail by the edges at intervals of 100 mm. At a 
later stage, the underlay membranes from the panes are installed 150 mm on top of a 
membrane at the bottom of the mitre-cut.  Cut the ends of the membranes to the line 
of the valley with the help of a fl oating rule, and fi x carefully on the entire length the 
overlap with sealing adhesive.  Do not nail on the seam! 

Next, lay out the underlay membrane in the direction of the verge in a straight line and 
slightly over the edges so that the edges can be folded approximately 15 mm under 
the lower edges of the boarding. Nail the top edge at interval of 100 mm. Pre-nail the 
membrane at approximately every 1 m through the protective plastic cover on the up-
per surface. Remove the protective plastic cover of the adhesive edge of the lower 
surface and press the membrane tightly to the underlay. If need be, nail at the end to 
the outer edge of the underlay boarding. Lay out the next membrane, nail at intervals 
of 100 mm (start at approximately 200 mm from the edge having the adhesive strip on 
the lower surface) and prenail it at intervals of approximately 1 m through the plastic 
protective cover of the adhesive edge on the upper surface. Turn aside the membrane 
edge on the side of the verge from the top of the fi rst membrane. Remove the protec-
tive plastic cover from the upper surface adhesive edge of the fi rst membrane and nail 
the membrane onto the underlay in a zigzag pattern with 100 mm spacing. Note! The 
distance of nails from the edges of the adhesive strip at least 15 mm. Remove the 
protective plastic cover from the underside adhesive edge of the second membrane, 
and press the adhesive edges against each other (so that the zigzag nailing of the fi rst 
membrane is covered). Finish the fi xing of the top edge by nailing at the seam. Repeat 
the same steps until the pane is fi nished.

Ridge
If there will be no dedicated ventilation of the ridge, the underlay membrane is installed as follows:

Option A) Bring the membranes of the fi rst pane fl ush with the ridge, and nail at the 
top edge to the underlay every 100 mm. Turn the membranes of the second pane 200 
mm over the ridge and glue throughout with sealing adhesive to the membrane on the 
second pane. Do not nail on the seam!

Option B) Bring the membranes of both panes fl ush with the ridge, and nail at the top 
edge to the underlay every 100 mm. Split the membrane in the longitudinal direction 
into two strips. Glue a strip onto the ridge. A ridge strip must not be nailed at any other 
points than at possible extensions. Overlap end extensions by 150 mm, nail the end 
of a previous membrane at every 100 mm to the underlay and glue the topmost mem-
brane by the width of the overlap to the lower one.

150 mm

100 mm

200 mm

100 mm
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Installation instructions for Kerabit K+, S+ and L+  

Extensions
Overlap the membranes by 150 mm. Cut off  pieces from the corners of the membrane 
as illustrated in the attached drawing. Nail the end of the lower membrane to the 
membrane every 100 mm. Glue the topmost membrane by the width of the overlap to 
the lower one.

Upturns, chimneys and other large lead-throughs
Install the underlay membrane to the top edge of the triangle batten and nail to the batten at intervals of approximately 100 
mm. 

Note! On chimneys of a log house, make a plywood collar at least 400 mm high around the chimney. Do not attach the 
collar to the chimney (be sure to leave a gap between the chimney and the collar to allow for settling). Fix the collar to the 
roof structure with a triangle batten. Continue as in the above.

Eaves
After the underlay membrane has been installed, 
Kerabit eave fl ashing is installed on the lower 
eaves. Before installation, the protective plastic 
cover is removed from the fl ashing. A gap of ap-
proximately 10 mm must be left between the face 
of the fl ashing and the facing board. The fl ashing 
is fi xed by clout nails or KFR-headed thin sheet 
screws at intervals of 100 mm in a zigzag pat-
tern. The lowest row of fi xings must be at a dis-
tance of approximately 50 to 70 mm from the fold 
of the fl ashing. Extensions of fl ashings are over-

lapped by at least 50 mm. The drip of the topmost fl ashing is opened, and the drip of the lower fl ashing is installed inside 
the opened one. The extension is fi nally fi xed by two nails/screws.

Kerabit Eaves fl ashing.  Kerabit Eaves fl ashing with ridge   Kerabit Verge fl ashing for triangular batten strip

For verges, there are three options: Kerabit Eaves fl ashing, Verge fl ashing with ridge, and Verge fl ashing. The fi rst two 
referred to must be installed before installing the bitumen shingle roofi ng, similarly to the fl ashings of the lower eaves. The 
installation of the verge fl ashings is started at the lower eaves towards the ridge. This avoids superimposed seams. 

Note! When using Kerabit verge fl ashing with ridge, sealing adhesive is fi nally added to the seam of the membrane and 
fl ashing.

When using Kerabit verge fl ashing, triangle batten strips of 50 x 50 mm are fi rst attached, and facing boards to their sides. 
The underlay membrane is folded over the facing board and fi xed to the facing board. At a later stage, the bitumen shingles 
are turned up to the top edge of the triangle batten. As the last step, the verge fl ashings are fi xed to the facing board. They 
are fi xed at intervals of approximately 100 mm.

For sheet metal plating of top eaves, Kerabit Verge fl ashing with ridge or Verge fl ashing is used.

For more information, check the installation instructions of the Kerabit eaves fl ashing.

150 mm

50 mm
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Installation of a bitumen shingle roofi ng
Valley

Attach a bitumen shingle-coloured self-adhesive Kerabit Valley membrane to the val-
ley by nailing it down at 100 mm intervals at the top edges. 

At a later stage, after installation of the eaves strip, the shingles are overlapped over 
the valley membrane by at least 150 mm. An area without shingles, at least 150 mm 
wide, is left at the bottom of the valley. The ends of the shingles are cut to the line of 
the valley with the help of a fl oating rule, and carefully fi xed with sealing adhesive in 
a 150 mm wide section, gluing layer by layer. Nailing over the valley underlay using 
nails is not recommended.

Eaves strip
Next, attach the self-adhesive Kerabit Eaves Strip over the lower eaves fl ashing. Place 
the lower edge of the strip approximately 10 mm upward from the fold of the fl ashing. 
Remove the plastic fi lm covering from the lower surface of the eaves strip and press 
the strip down. The extensions of the strips are installed fi rmly against each other.

Installation of bitumen shingles
Start the fi xing of bitumen shingles at the centre of 
the lower eaves. Remove the plastic fi lm protect-
ing the adhesive surface of the bottom edge of the 
shingle (Note, the plastic fi lms at the top edge is 
left in place), align the tips of the shingle with the 
bottom edge and press the shingle in place.  Make 
sure the tabs of the bitumen shingles adhere prop-
erly. Where necessary, gently warm the adhesive 
surface using a hot air blower.

 Each Kerabit K+ and S+ bitumen shingle is fi xed 
with four and Kerabit L+ with fi ve clout nails ap-
proximately 20 mm from the top edge of the slots, 
not from the top edge of the shingles.  Make sure 
that the nails penetrate the underlay membrane. 

Kerabit K+ ja S+: After nailing down the fi rst row of 
bitumen shingles, position the tabs of the next row 
with the slots of the fi rst row. This way, the new row 
of shingles covers the nails of the previous row.

100 mm

150 mm

10 mm
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Installation instructions for Kerabit K+, S+ and L+  

Kerabit L+: After you have nailed the fi rst row of 
bitumen shingles, position the shingles of the sub-
sequent rows so that the centre of the widest tab 
falls at the extension seam of the shingles. The 
middle slot fastener must be nailed close to the 
right side of the slot. 

Ensure that the rows of shingles are installed 
straight by using a fl oating rule or line that extends 
for the length of the pane. Remember to keep an 
eye on the symmetry of the pattern as the installa-
tion progresses (does not apply to L+).

At the verge, glue the ends of the shingles to the 
eaves fl ashing over the distance of at least 100 
mm. 

Lead-throughs
The lead-throughs are sealed with suitable lead-
through seals as follows: Glue the fl ange of the 
lead-through seal throughout to the underlay 
membrane over the distance of at least 150 mm. 
Screw/nail the edges of the fl ange. Cut an open-
ing of the shape and size of the lead-through to 
the bitumen shingles to be placed over the lead-
through. Glue the bitumen shingles to the fl ange 
and the shingle below with sealing adhesive over 
the distance of at least 150 mm. Finish the base 
of lead-through by applying sealing adhesive.

Chimney

Upturn pieces of a chimney are in-
stalled when installing bitumen shin-
gles has progressed to the top edge 
of the chimney. Cut upturn pieces ac-
cording to the attached image from 
Kerabit Valley membrane or Kerabit 
10+.  Glue the pieces throughout to the 
chimney and the underlay in the nu-
merical order of the image. Below and 
on the sides of the chimney, the pieces 
overlap the bitumen shingle roofi ng, on 
top of the chimney below the roofi ng. 
Glue the shingles on top of the chim-
ney carefully to the upturn piece with 
sealing adhesive. Mechanically anchor 
the upturn pieces by their top edges 
approximately every 100 mm.

1
2

3
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Upturns

Cut the membrane strips needed for the upturns from Kerabit Valley Membrane or 
Kerabit 10+. The upturn strips need to extend at least 300 mm on the vertical surface 
and at least 150 mm over the shingle roofi ng. Glue the strips throughout and mechani-
cally anchor them at the top edges. At extensions, overlap the membranes by 150 
mm and nail the end of the lower membrane at approximately every 100 mm to the 
underlay.

Ridge / hip
The ridge is made of Kerabit Ridge shingles. The nails of the topmost row of shingles 
must go below the ridge shingles. Detach the ridge shingles (3 pcs) from each other by 
bending. Remove the plastic cover, bend and press the ridge shingle in place. Fix with 
four nails at the end so that the nails go under the subsequent ridge shingle (overlap 
the ridge shingles by approximately 50 mm). The fi nal ridge shingle is attached using 
only sealing adhesive and not nails. 

The hip is implemented in the similar manner, starting with the lower eave.

Special instructions
Going around a porch or similar structure

If the lower eave does not continue continuously due to a porch or a similar structure, 
the process following the installation of the eaves strip is as follows: the seams of 
the  shingles on diff erent sides of the structure must be so aligned that the pattern 
of the shingles can be made to align correctly above the porch. The gap (z) between 
the seams must be divisible by 1/3 m in the K+ and S+ models, and by 1 m in the L+ 
model, as measured across the spot in question. The measurement must be carried 
out as per the attached drawing by measurement lines drawn across the porch at  right 
angles. 

In the drawing z = (x+1) rounded up to the subsequent integer in metres. For example, 
if x = 4,5 m, z = 6. 

Protrusion on the lower eave
If there is a protrusions on the pane, the start must be measured so that the shingles 
can be made to come into contact in the same line at the eaves of the actual pane. 
From the dimension of the eaves line, the required number of shingle runs is counted 
outwards.  The run of one row of shingles is 133 mm. If the dimension of the protrusion 
is divisible by 133 mm, the division is even. 

If the dimension x exceeds 50 mm, the bottoms of the slots of the fi rst row of shingles 
are aligned on the measurement line and the portion of the shingles exceeding the 
ridge line is cut off . Glue the tabs of the shingle by sealing adhesive to the eaves strip.

If the dimension x is 50 mm or less, the fi rst row of shingles may be started upwards 
from the measurement line over the eaves strip.

300 mm

150 mm

50 mm
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Kerabit Premium is a laminated SBS-modifi ed bitumen 
shingle. The shingles are manufactured by laminating 
two layers together, which makes the Premium shingles 
thicker than ordinary bitumen shingles.  Each shingle 
is rectangular, but there are individual variations in 
their pattern and shade. Combined with the two-layer 
structure, this gives the shingle an impressive three-
dimensional eff ect and a lively surface. Kerabit Premium 
comes in two stylish colours: anthracite and chestnut.

Bitumen shingles have a sturdy glass fi bre felt carrier, 
coated with modifi ed bitumen (SBS) which makes the 
product fl exible and durable.  Granules on the top surfa-
ce protect the product from the infl uences of weather. 
The underside has spots of adhesive.

Kerabit Premium is suitable for roofs with a slope of 1:3 
or steeper. 

Impressive three-dimensional eff ect 
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What is needed for a Premium shingle roof

• building board suited for the purpose or tongue and 
groove roof boards as a decking

• Kerabit 2200 UB, 2500 UB, Fiberit UB or 700 UB 
underlay

• Kerabit Premium shingles
• triangle batten for gable eaves and around the chimney
• Kerabit Eave Flashing for lower eaves and Kerabit Verge 

Flashing for gable eaves, colour options black and dark 
grey

• Kerabit  Eaves Strip for the lower eaves
• Kerabit Sealing Adhesive
• ridge pieces are cut from the Premium shingles   
• roofi ng nails
• nails for fi xing the fascia boards and triangle battens to 

the decking

13

Colour samples

Note. For photographic and printing-technical reasons, the 
colour patterns shown here are indicative only and may diff er 
from the actual products.

Chestnut

Anthracite

Kerabit Premium
slate coating

SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

glass fi bre 
reinforcement

SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

sand

self-adhesive 
bitumen points

Structure of Kerabit Premium shingle

siliconized fi lm 

Note! The picture is of an unfi nished roof.Note! The picture is taken from an unfi nished roof.
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Installation instructions for Kerabit Premium

The Kerabit Premium bitumen shingle roofi ng is suitable 
for roofs with an inclination of 1:3 (18,4°) or steeper. The 
products must be checked before installation. Defective 
products must not be installed. Bitumen shingles must 
be stored in a place protected from rain and sun. Before 
installation, store the products at a temperature of +15 °C, 
or warmer, for at least a day. When installing a roofi ng, the 
temperature must be over +10 °C and the weather must 
be dry (roofi ng must not be installed in rain). 

The material can be laid onto a substrate of rough 
tongued and grooved boards or moisture proof tongued 
and grooved construction panels (e.g. OSB roofi ng 
board). The substrate must be even, dry and must 
not bend. A hooked carpet knife is needed to cut the 
Kerabit bitumen shingles. For gluing, use Kerabit Sealing 
Adhesive (glue layer or appr. 1 mm, do not apply thicker 
layers). For nailing, use hot-galvanized, broad-headed 
clout nails.  The nails must penetrate the wooden 
substrate. Before starting the installation of the roofi ng, 
ensure proper and suffi  cient roof ventilation. Before 
installation of the roofi ng, triangular fi llets are fi xed to the 
base of chimneys and upturns and also on the verge if 
needed (image 2a).

Start the installation by fi xing a suitable underlay 
membrane in accordance with the installation instructions 
“Installing Kerabit underlay membranes on high-pitched 
roofs”. Then, install the fl ashing on the lower eaves. Nail 
it in place at 100 mm intervals in a zigzag pattern. The 
eaves fl ashing joints must overlap minimum by 50 mm. 
(Image 1)

If you make the verge as in image 2b, fi x the eaves 
fl ashing of the verge as fl ashing on the lower eaves. Glue 
the shingles to the fl ashing over the width of 100 mm, at 
least.  

Next, attach the self-adhesive Kerabit Eaves Strip over 
the lower eaves fl ashing. The strip can be installed 
approximately 10 mm from the fold of the eaves fl ashing. 
Remove the plastic fi lm covering from the bottom surface 
of the strip and press the strip down fi rmly. 

Draw vertical construction lines on the underlay 
membrane before you start installing the shingles. Mark 
a horizontal line XY on the lower edge of the pane, 337 
mm up from the lower edge of the eaves strip. Mark point 
A on the line XY to the centre point of the pane. Mark 
points B and C on both sides of A (e.g. at a distance of 1.5 
m.) Mark point D as close to the ridge as possible, using 
points B and C to help you (distance from D the same to 
both points). Connect A and D with a line. Make a second, 
parallel line Z1 at 166 mm from the line AD, and a third 
line Z2 at 332 mm from the line AD.  (Image 3)

The shingles are installed one row at a time, the fi rst row 
to both directions from the line AD. Glue the fi rst row of 
shingles to the eaves strip at the lower edge over the 
height of 150 mm. Nail each shingle at the white line 
by four nails, as in image 4. Make sure that the nails 
penetrate both layers of the shingle. In the inclination of 
the roof exceeds 60 degrees, add two extra nails between 
the middlemost nails (6 nails per shingle). 

50 mm

1

AD    Z1    Z2

D

B CA

b=166
b=166

a=337

3

X Y

AD    Z1    Z2

D

A
166

166

337
150 mm

4

X Y

2a 2b
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Start installing the second row of shingles from 
the line Z1, so that the bottom edge of the shingle 
overlaps the top edge of the notches in the previ-
ous shingle. Approximately 143 mm of the fi rst 
row of shingles remains visible, and the nails are 
covered. (Image 5)  

The third row of shingles starts from line Z2, the 
fourth from line Z1, and the fi fth, in turn, from line 
AD. (Image 6) Make sure the shingles form a 
straight line. Continue as in the above all the way 
to the ridge, until the pane is complete. 

The Kerabit Premium shingles have spots of 
adhesive bitumen which softens as it warms 
up and fi xes the shingles to each other so that 
wind cannot lift up the edges. In cold and windy 
conditions fi xing does not necessarily happen, so 
the spots of adhesive bitumen must be carefully 
heated with a hot air blower, and the shingles 
must be pressed with force for them to attach to 
each other. 

Valleys i.e. mitre-cuts: Fix Kerabit Valley 
Underlay Membrane on top of the underlay mem-
brane parallel to the valley. Lay the membrane in 
place, remove the protective plastic cover from 
the  bottom side, and nail the membrane at its 
edges at intervals of 100 mm. Always bring the 
entire shingles over the valley membrane and 
install extension pieces before the valley area 
(extension pieces should not be on glue alone, 
nailing is not approved on the valley area). The 
shingles of the second pane must extend 250 mm 
over the bottom line of the valley. Glue to shingles 
to the valley at the width of no less than 400 mm 
on both sides. The shingles of the subsequent 
pane must extend to the bottom of the valley, at 
least. When the installation of both panes has 
been completed, make a construction line at the 
bottom of the valley and cut the shingles of the 
latter pane by using the construction line as your 
help. When cutting, use a strip of plywood, for 
example, as protection. Glue the ends of the cut 
shingles with sealing adhesive over the distance 
of 400 mm, at least. Finally, seal the bottom of the 
valley by drawing a neat run of adhesive to the 
seams of the shingles. The ends of the shingles 
on neither pane must be nailed on the glued area. 
(Image 7)

AD    Z1    Z2

143 mm

5

AD    Z1    Z2

143 mm

A

6

7

400 mm

400 m
m

250 mm
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Installation instructions for Kerabit Premium   

Chimneys and other large lead-throughs: Before instal-
lation of the underlay membrane, install a triangle batten 
strip to the base of a chimney to round-out the angle. 
Lift the underlay membrane against the triangle batten 
strip and nail it to the triangle batten strip. On the sides of 
and below the lead-through, position the shingles up to 
the top edge of the triangle batten strip. Only install the 
shingles above the lead-through after you have completed 
the chimney upturns. Cut upturn pieces according to the 
attached image 8a from Kerabit Valley membrane.  Glue 
the pieces throughout to the chimney (image 8b) and the 
underlay in the numerical order of image 8a. Mechanically 
anchor the pieces by their top edge. Below and on the 
sides of the chimney, the pieces overlap over the roofi ng, 
on top of the chimney below the roofi ng. Carefully glue 
the membrane on top of the chimney to the upturn piece, 
cut the shingles at the lower edge of the triangular batten 
strip. Cover the chimney with sheet-metal plating. Note! 
Chimneys in log buildings Make a plywood collar at least 
400 mm in height around the chimney (leave a gap to the 
chimney) and attach it to the roof structure using a triangle 
batten strip. Continue as in the above.

8a

8b

1

2

3
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The round-shaped lead-throughs are sealed by using 
pre-shaped ready-to-use sealing products. Cut a hole 
the size of the lead-through in the underlay mem-
brane, and use sealing adhesive to seal the underlay 
membrane to the underlay. Glue and nail the lead-
through gasket to the underlay membrane. Around the 
lead-through, glue ends of the shingles to the piece of 
membrane over the distance of 150 mm. Use sealing 
adhesive to seal the joint between the lead-through 
and shingles.

The ridge is covered with ridge shingles, which are 
obtained by cutting a shingle into three pieces as in 
image 9. Before fi xing it, carefully fold the shingle and 
place it on the ridge. Where necessary, gently warm 
the bottom side by using a hot air blower. Attach the 
shingles with two nails so that the subsequent one 
covers the nails of the previous one. At the ridge, the 
overlap of a shingle is 194 mm, thus useful length of 
the ridge covered by each shingle is appr. 143 mm. 
Glue the shingle pieces throughout to fi x them. 

Alternatively, it is possible to use Kerabit Ridge Shingles, according to installation instructions for Kerabit K+, S+ and L+. 
Please note that colours are not exactly same.

9

143 mm143 mm 194 mm194 mm

Finishing the roof after installing shingles
Protect the chimneys and other upturns after the installation of the shingle roofi ng with sheet metal 
plating, for example, so that water cannot get between the membrane and the vertical surface. If any 
fi xings must be installed on the roof afterwards, ensure their waterproofi ng. 

Roof maintenance instructions
Check the condition of the roof at least twice every year and clean it, if necessary. To remove moss 
and lichen, Kerabit Bio Plus moss remover, for example, may be used. Fix possible damages 
immediately. If you remove snow from the roof, reduce it layer by layer, and leave a snow layer of 
approximately 10 cm thick.
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Fast and ecological shingle roofi ng

Kerabit K Easy is an alternative that is faster and more 
ecological than the traditional shingle. When installed, 
the roofi ng looks the same as traditional K-model 
shingle roofi ng, but installation is faster and less waste 
is created since there is no plastic fi lm that needs to be 
removed.

Colour is black

Kerabit K Easy comes in black colour. There is an eaves/
ridge shingle specially designed for Kerabit K Easy 
available. Other accessories are the same as for regular 
shingle.

One package of Kerabit Easy is enough for 3 m2 of  
roofi ng. Eaves/ridge shingle package is enough for 15 m 
of eaves or 7,4 m of ridge.
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Black

Kerabit K Easy

Colour samples

Note. For photographic and printing-technical reasons, the 
colour patterns shown here are indicative only and may diff er 
from the actual products.

See in
stalla

tio
n anim

atio
n on our site

!

slate coating
SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

self-adhesive 
bitumen pattern

glass fi bre 
reinforcement

SBS modifi ed 
bitumen

siliconized fi lm

sand

Structure of Kerabit Easy shingle

What is needed for a Kerabit K Easy roof

• building board suited for the purpose or tongue and 
groove roof boards as a decking

• Kerabit 2200 UB, 2500 UB or 700 UB underlay
• Kerabit K Easy bitumen shingles
• Kerabit Eave Flashing for lower eaves and Kerabit 

Verge Flashing for gable eaves, colour options 
black and dark grey

• Kerabit  Eaves/Ridge Shingles Easy for lower eaves
• Kerabit Ridge Vents and Ridge Strip, alternatively Kerabit  

Eaves/Ridge Shingles Easy or Kerabit Ridge Shingles
• Kerabit Valley Membrane for chimney upturns and 

possible valley
• triangle batten for gable eaves and around the chimney
• Kerabit Sealing Adhesive
• roofi ng nails for fi xing the underlay, valley membrane 

and shingle roofi ng to the decking
• nails for fi xing the fascia boards and triangle battens to 

the decking
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Installation instructions for Kerabit K Easy

Note before installation
Kerabit bitumen shingles may be installed on roofs with a pitch of 1:5 (11,3°) or greater. Under the bitumen shingles, an 
underlay membrane must always be installed. 

The materials are kept protected from rain and sunshine. Before installation, the rolls of underlay membranes and pack-
ages of bitumen shingles must be kept at a temperature above +15 °C for at least for 24 hours. Open the rolls advance in 
order to allow them to straighten out. This way, folds can be prevented from developing in the fi nished surface. The time 
required by the straightening of the membrane depends on the temperature (from one to four hours). When the roofi ng is 
being installed, the temperature must be higher than +10 °C and the weather must be dry.  Bitumen roofi ng must not be 
installed in rain. 

If the installation temperature is below +10 °C, the adhesiveness must be ensured, if need be, by warming the adhesive 
surfaces carefully with a hot air blower (Note: hot work). This is particularly important when doing installation work late in 

the autumn when heat from the sun is not necessarily enough to warm up the 
adhesive surfaces so that they stick to each other. Ensure proper adhesion of 
all the seams/overlaps by walking on them, for example.

Before starting the installation of the roofi ng, ensure that the substructure is 
properly and suffi  ciently ventilated. Ventilation can be enhanced with Kerabit 
Ridge Vents, installed along the entire length of the ridge.  See Ridge Vent 
Installation Instructions

Suitable substrate include rough tongued and grooved boards or moisture 
proof construction panels. The substrate must be even, dry and must not bend.

The tools needed for the installation task are a hammer, tape measure, carpet 
knife with a hook blade, steel trowel, and application gun. By using a coloured 
alignment line or a fl oating rule of the length of the pane, the straightness of 

the shingle rows may be checked. To cut fl ashing, plate shears are needed. Kerabit Sealing Adhesive is to be used for 
glueing.

For nailing, hot-galvanized, broad-headed clout nails are used.  Note that the nails must penetrate the wooden substrate. If 
a pneumatic nailer is used, the percussion force needs to be so set that the nail head is straight and at the correct height, 
and does not penetrate the roofi ng. Instead of nails, big fl at-headed screws can also used in case the tips of the nails must 
not be visible under the wooden underlay.

Before installation of an underlay membrane, attach triangular battens at the base of chimneys and upturns, and if need be, 
also on the verge. Bitumen roofi ng felts are always installed from the lower eaves upwards to avoid backwater laps. Note 
that you should install the roofi ng above chimneys and major penetrations only after the penetrations are completed (see, 
Chimney and large lead-throughs). A roofi ng installed in accordance with the installation instructions has no nails visible. 

Mix together at least fi ve packets of shingles so that the roof colouring is more even. Any variation in hue of the shingles 
will be smoothed out over the course of one year due to UV radiation.

Renovation sites
If the old bitumen roofi ng is not removed, it is to be checked that the roof ventilation is working, the substructures are in 
order, and the substrate is fl at. In such a case, a new underlay membrane and bitumen shingles can, if need be, installed 
over the old roofi ng. 

Any folds/bulges must be split and attached to the surface using adhesive and nailing before the new roofi ng is laid. The 
nails must penetrate the wooden substrate.

Installation of an underlay membrane
The installation of a roofi ng starts with installing an underlay membrane. Underlay membranes with an adhesive edge may 
be installed both vertically or horizontally. The installation direction aff ects the fl uency of installing and possibly also the 
need for the membrane material (the dimensions of the roof in relation to the length of the roll). In case of a steep roof, 
vertical installation is recommended, because it is diffi  cult to have the membranes straight in a horizontal installation, if the 
roof inclination exceeds 1:4. If you install the underlay membrane horizontally, check for further information in the instruc-
tions Installing Kerabit underlay membranes on high-pitched roofs.
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Valleys i.e. mitre-cuts
Start installing the underlay membrane at the valley. Install the underlay membrane to 
the bottom of a valley and glue it throughout to the underlay with a sealing adhesive (a 
glue layer of approximately 1 mm), and nail by the edges at intervals of 100 mm. At a 
later stage, the underlay membranes from the panes are installed 150 mm on top of a 
membrane at the bottom of the mitre-cut.  Cut the ends of the membranes to the line 
of the valley with the help of a fl oating rule, and fi x carefully on the entire length the 
overlap with sealing adhesive.  Do not nail on the seam! 

Next, lay out the underlay membrane in the direction of the verge in a straight line and 
slightly over the edges so that the edges can be folded approximately 15 mm under 
the lower edges of the boarding. Nail the top edge at interval of 100 mm. Pre-nail the 
membrane at approximately every 1 m through the protective plastic cover on the up-
per surface. Remove the protective plastic cover of the adhesive edge of the lower 
surface and press the membrane tightly to the underlay. If need be, nail at the end to 
the outer edge of the underlay boarding. Lay out the next membrane, nail at intervals 
of 100 mm (start at approximately 200 mm from the edge having the adhesive strip on 
the lower surface) and prenail it at intervals of approximately 1 m through the plastic 
protective cover of the adhesive edge on the upper surface. Turn aside the membrane 
edge on the side of the verge from the top of the fi rst membrane. Remove the protec-
tive plastic cover from the upper surface adhesive edge of the fi rst membrane and nail 
the membrane onto the underlay in a zigzag pattern with 100 mm spacing. Note! The 
distance of nails from the edges of the adhesive strip at least 15 mm. Remove the 
protective plastic cover from the underside adhesive edge of the second membrane, 
and press the adhesive edges against each other (so that the zigzag nailing of the fi rst 
membrane is covered). Finish the fi xing of the top edge by nailing at the seam. Repeat 
the same steps until the pane is fi nished.

Ridge
If there will be no dedicated ventilation of the ridge, the underlay membrane is installed as follows:

Option A) Bring the membranes of the fi rst pane fl ush with the ridge, and nail at the 
top edge to the underlay every 100 mm. Turn the membranes of the second pane 200 
mm over the ridge and glue throughout with sealing adhesive to the membrane on the 
second pane. Do not nail on the seam!

Option B) Bring the membranes of both panes fl ush with the ridge, and nail at the top 
edge to the underlay every 100 mm. Split the membrane in the longitudinal direction 
into two strips. Glue a strip onto the ridge. A ridge strip must not be nailed at any other 
points than at possible extensions. Overlap end extensions by 150 mm, nail the end 
of a previous membrane at every 100 mm to the underlay and glue the topmost mem-
brane by the width of the overlap to the lower one.

150 mm

100 mm

200 mm

100 mm
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Installation instructions for Kerabit Easy  

Extensions
Overlap the membranes by 150 mm. Cut off  pieces from the corners of the membrane 
as illustrated in the attached drawing. Nail the end of the lower membrane to the 
membrane every 100 mm. Glue the topmost membrane by the width of the overlap to 
the lower one.

Upturns, chimneys and other large lead-throughs
Install the underlay membrane to the top edge of the triangle batten and nail to the batten at intervals of approximately 100 
mm. 

Note! On chimneys of a log house, make a plywood collar at least 400 mm high around the chimney. Do not attach the 
collar to the chimney (be sure to leave a gap between the chimney and the collar to allow for settling). Fix the collar to the 
roof structure with a triangle batten. Continue as in the above.

Eaves
After the underlay membrane has been installed, 
Kerabit eave fl ashing is installed on the lower 
eaves. Before installation, the protective plastic 
cover is removed from the fl ashing. A gap of ap-
proximately 10 mm must be left between the face 
of the fl ashing and the facing board. The fl ashing 
is fi xed by clout nails or KFR-headed thin sheet 
screws at intervals of 100 mm in a zigzag pat-
tern. The lowest row of fi xings must be at a dis-
tance of approximately 50 to 70 mm from the fold 
of the fl ashing. Extensions of fl ashings are over-

lapped by at least 50 mm. The drip of the topmost fl ashing is opened, and the drip of the lower fl ashing is installed inside 
the opened one. The extension is fi nally fi xed by two nails/screws.

Kerabit Eaves fl ashing  Kerabit Eaves fl ashing with ridge   Kerabit Verge fl ashing for triangular batten strip

For verges, there are three options: Kerabit Eaves fl ashing, Verge fl ashing with ridge, and Verge fl ashing. The fi rst two 
referred to must be installed before installing the bitumen shingle roofi ng, similarly to the fl ashings of the lower eaves. The 
installation of the verge fl ashings is started at the lower eaves towards the ridge. This avoids superimposed seams. 

Note! When using Kerabit verge fl ashing with ridge, sealing adhesive is fi nally added to the seam of the membrane and 
fl ashing.

When using Kerabit verge fl ashing, triangle batten strips of 50 x 50 mm are fi rst attached, and facing boards to their sides. 
The underlay membrane is folded over the facing board and fi xed to the facing board. At a later stage, the bitumen shingles 
are turned up to the top edge of the triangle batten. As the last step, the verge fl ashings are fi xed to the facing board. They 
are fi xed at intervals of approximately 100 mm.

For sheet metal plating of top eaves, Kerabit Verge fl ashing with ridge or Verge fl ashing is used.

For more information, check the installation instructions of the Kerabit eaves fl ashing.

150 mm

50 mm
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Installation of a bitumen shingle roofi ng
Valley

Attach a bitumen shingle-coloured self-adhesive Kerabit Valley membrane to the val-
ley by nailing it down at 100 mm intervals at the top edges. 

At a later stage, after installation of the eaves shingle, the shingles are overlapped 
over the valley membrane by at least 150 mm. An area without shingles, at least 150 
mm wide, is left at the bottom of the valley. The ends of the shingles are cut to the line 
of the valley with the help of a fl oating rule, and carefully fi xed with sealing adhesive 
in a 150 mm wide section, gluing layer by layer. Nailing over the valley underlay using 
nails is not recommended.

Eaves shingle 
Next, attach self-adhesive eaves shingles (Kerabit 
Eaves / Ridge Shingle Easy) over the eaves fl ash-
ing of the lower fl ashing. Place the lower edge of 
the shingle approximately 10 mm upward from the 
fold of the fl ashing. Start by installing an end of the 
eaves shingle in line with the centre of the lower 
eaves. Remove the protective plastic cover of the 

lower surface and press the shingle down fi rmly. Install the eaves shingles using butt joints and nail them down at the top 
edge at 200 mm intervals. 

Installation of bitumen shingles
Attach the fi rst bitumen shingle to the centre of the 
lower eave. Position the middle tab of the shingle 
to the centre line of the lower eave. Align the tips of 
the shingle to the lower edge of the eaves shingle, 
and press to attach. Nail the shingle in place with 
four clout nails approximately 20 mm in from the 
slot, not the top edge, of the shingle. The seams of 
the eaves shingles go under the tabs of the shin-
gles. Make sure the tabs of the bitumen shingles 
adhere properly. Where necessary, you can gently 
warm the adhesive surface of the membrane using 
a hot air blower. After nailing down the fi rst row of 
bitumen shingles, position the tabs of the next row 
with the slots of the fi rst row. This way, the new row 
of shingles covers the nails and glue pattern of the 
previous row. 

Ensure that the shingles are installed in a straight 
line using a fl oating rule or line that extends for the 
length of the pane. Remember to keep an eye on 
the symmetry of the pattern as the installation pro-
gresses.

At the verge, glue the ends of the shingles to the 
eaves fl ashing over the distance of at least 100 
mm.

100 mm

150 mm
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Installation instructions for Kerabit Easy 

Lead-throughs

The lead-throughs are sealed with suitable lead-through seals as follows. Glue the fl ange of the lead-through seal through-
out to the underlay membrane over the distance of at least 150 mm. Screw/nail the edges of the fl ange. Cut an opening 
of the shape and size of the lead-through to the bitumen shingles to be placed over the lead-through. Glue the bitumen 
shingles to the fl ange and the shingle below with sealing adhesive over the distance of at least 150 mm. Finish the base of 
lead-through by applying sealing adhesive.

Chimney

Upturn pieces of a chimney are in-
stalled when installing bitumen shin-
gles has progressed to the top edge 
of the chimney. Cut upturn pieces ac-
cording to the attached image from 
Kerabit Valley membrane or Kerabit 
10+.  Glue the pieces throughout to the 
chimney and the underlay in the nu-
merical order of the image. Below and 
on the sides of the chimney, the pieces 
overlap the bitumen shingle roofi ng, on 
top of the chimney below the roofi ng. 
Glue the shingles on top of the chim-
ney carefully to the upturn piece with 
sealing adhesive. Mechanically anchor 
the upturn pieces by their top edges 
approximately every 100 mm.

Upturns

Cut the membrane strips needed for the upturns from Kerabit Valley Membrane or 
Kerabit 10+. The upturn strips need to extend at least 300 mm on the vertical surface 
and at least 150 mm over the shingle roofi ng. Glue the strips throughout and mechani-
cally anchor them at the top edges. At extension, overlap the membranes by 150 mm 
and nail the end of the lower membrane at every 100 mm to the underlay.

1
2

3

300 mm

150 mm
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Ridge
The ridge is made of ridge shingles (Kerabit Eave / Ridge shingles K Easy). The nails 
of the topmost row of shingles must go below the ridge shingles. Detach the ridge 
shingles (3 pcs) from each other by bending. Turn the ridge shingle by 90 degrees. 
Remove the plastic cover, bend and press the ridge shingle in place. Secure it by four 
nails so that the nails and glue pattern are left under the subsequent shingle. The fi nal 
ridge shingle is attached using only sealing adhesive and not nails.

The hip is implemented in the similar manner, starting with the lower eave.

Special instructions
Going around a porch or similar structure

If the lower eave does not continue continuously due to a porch or a similar struc-
ture, the seams of the eaves shingles and bitumen shingles on diff erent sides of the 
structure must be so aligned that the pattern of the shingles can be made to align 
correctly above the porch. The gap (z) between the seams must be divisible by 1/3 m 
as measured over the point in question. The measurement must be carried out as per 
the attached drawing by measurement lines drawn across the porch at  right angles. 

In the drawing z = (x+1) rounded up to the subsequent integer in metres.
For example, if x = 4,5 m, z = 6. 

Protrusion on the lower eave
If there is a protrusions on the pane, the start must be measured so that the shingles 
can be made to come into contact in the same line at the eaves of the actual pane. 
From the dimension of the eaves line, the required number of shingle runs is counted 
outwards.  The run of one row of shingles is 133 mm. If the dimension of the protrusion 
is divisible by 133 mm, the division is even. 

If the dimension x exceeds 50 mm, the bottoms of the slots of the fi rst row of shingles 
are aligned on the measurement line and the portion of the shingles exceeding the 
ridge line is cut off . Glue the tabs of the shingle by sealing adhesive to the eaves 
shingles.

If the dimension x is 50 mm or less, the fi rst row of shingles may be started upwards 
from the measurement line over the eaves shingles.

Do note that the extensions of the eaves shingles must be set so that the seams are 
covered by the tips of the shingles.

Finishing the roof after installing shingles
Protect the chimneys and other upturns after the installation of the shingle roofi ng with sheet metal cladding, for example, 
so that water cannot get between the membrane and the vertical surface. If any fi xings must be installed on the roof after-
wards, ensure their waterproofi ng. 

Roof maintenance instructions
Check the condition of the roof at least twice every year and clean it, if necessary. To remove moss and lichen, Kerabit 
Bio Plus moss remover, for example, may be used. Fix possible damages immediately. If you remove snow from the roof, 
reduce it layer by layer, and leave a snow layer of approximately 10 cm thick.
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Bitumen shingle roofi ng 
Product Package contains Gain yield / package Need for nails  

(25x2.8 mm)
Average need for 
sealing adhesive / 
100 m2

Kerabit K+, S+, L+ and K Easy
1:5 or steeper

22 pcs 3.0 m2 50 g/m2 3 l

Kerabit 2200 UB underlay membrane or 
Kerabit 2500 UB underlay membrane or
Kerabit 700 UB underlay membrane 

1.0 x 15 m
1.0 x 10 m
1.0 x 30 m

12.7 m2

8.8 m2

25.0 m2

20 g/m2

20 g/m2

20 g/m2

1 l
1 l
1 l

Kerabit Valley Membrane      
Note! Please remember to reserve underlay 
membrane also for valley / valleys

0,75 x 10 m consumption: length of the 
valley + 50 – 70 cm

18 g/lm (about 15 
pcs/lm)

-
1 l / m2

Kerabit Ridge Shingle 45 pcs 11,25 l m/package 4 pcs/lm 25 g/lm –

Kerabit Eaves Strip 0.25 x 10 m 10 lm -

Kerabit Easy Eaves / Ridge Shingle 15 pcs/45 pcs 15 lm on the eave, 7,4 lm on the 
ridge

10 g/lm eave
40 g/lm ridge

Kerabit Ridge Vent (1:1 – 1:5) 12 pcs 0.58 lm/pc 6 pcs/vent –

Kerabit Ridge Vent Strip 0.32 x 10 m 9.95 lm – –

Kerabit Eaves Flashing/Verge Flashing 2 m 1.95 lm/pc 20 g/lm eave –

Wood decking of bitumen roof, suitability of materials
Span of rafters, k/mm Thickness of tongue and groove 

roof board, mm
(width 95 mm)

Thickness of plywood, mm OSB Board, mm

600 20 12 15 or 18

900 23 15 18 

1200 28 19 -

Dimensioning of roof ventilation
Roof area, m2 50 75 100 150 200 250

Ventilation gaps under eaves, m2 (2 %o of 
roof area)

0.10 0.15 0.20 030 0.40 0.50

Ventilation space, mm 100 100 100 100 100 100

Exhaust of ventilation air:
Roof inclination > 1:1 – 1:5 or exhaust-air 
outlets, m2 (2.5 %o of roof area)

Ridge vent

0.13

Ridge vent

0.19

Ridge vent

0.25

Ridge vent

0.38

Ridge vent

0.50

Ridge vent

0.63

Exhaust of ventilation air:
Roof inclination 1:6 – 1:10

exhaust air vents, m2 (2.5 %o of roof area) 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.38 0.50 0.63

Material consumption tables

Kerabit Premium 1:3 or steeper 18 pcs 2.57 m2 50 g/m2 3 l

Kerabit 2200 UB underlay membrane or 
Kerabit 2500 UB underlay membrane or
Kerabit 700 UB underlay membrane 

1.0 x 15 m
1.0 x 10 m
1,0 x 30 m

12.7 m2

8.8 m2

25.0 m2

20 g/m2

20 g/m2

20 g/m2

1 l
1 l
1 l

Kerabit Eaves Strip 0.25 x 10 m 10 lm -

Kerabit Premium Shingles for the ridge 
or
Kerabit Ridge Shingle

18 pcs cut in three

45 pcs

7.7 lm on the ridge

11,25 lm/package 4 pcs/lm

40 g/lm ridge

25 g/lm

Kerabit Eaves Flashing/Verge Flashing 2 m 1.95 lm/pc 20 g/lm eave –
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Kerabit Underlay membranes
Kerabit underlays are modified bitumen underlay membranes with glass fiber or 
polyester felt as a carrier. The top and bottom surfaces are coated with sand. The 
adhesive sections are located on the top and bottom surfaces, on opposing sides.  

Product sizes:  
Kerabit 2200 UB 1 x 15 m, Kerabit 2500 UB  1 x 10 m and Kerabit 700 UB 1 x 30 m 

Kerabit Eaves Strip
Kerabit Eaves Strip is a modified bitumen strip for the lower eaves of a bitumen 
shingle roof. Same colors available as in shingles. 

Size:    0.25 x 10 m

Kerabit Valley Membrane
Kerabit Valley Membrane is a modified bitumen underlay for valleys and chimney 
and wall upturns. The carrier of the product consists of strong polyester with a 
modified bitumen coating on both sides. The underside surface is coated with 
adhesive bitumen, the top with slate granulates. Same colors available as in 
shingles

Sizes:    0.75 x 10 m, 1,0 x 10 m 

Kerabit Ridge Shingle
Kerabit Ridge Shingle is a modified bitumen ridge shingle for a ridge of bitumen 
shingle roof. Same colors available as in shingles. 

Size:    0.33 x 0.33 m  Package:    45 pcs/11 lm

Kerabit Ridge Vent
Ridge vents are suitable for roofs with an inclination of 1:1 to 1:5. If you install 
ridge vents to extend the entire length of the roof ridge in accordance with 
our installation instructions, you will obtain a 5-year extension to the product 
warranty of your Kerabit roof.

Measurements:    length 0.58 m, width 320 mm, height 30 mm

Package size:    12 pcs

Kerabit Ridge Vent Strip
Ridge Vent Strip is a modified bitumen strip for covering the Kerabit Ridge Vents.  
Same colors available as in shingles.

Size:    0.32 x 10 m

Kerabit Sealing Adhesive 
Kerabit Sealing Adhesive is a cold-applied special adhesive for gluing bitumen 
membranes and shingles. About one liter of adhesive is needed for m2 (layer 
thickness about 1 mm). 

Package sizes:    0,3, 1, 5 and 10 l

Accessories
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